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Introduction 

The site visit Oet::Ul1'8d on January 2f/!' and 3011 of 2007. Prior to the site 

visit, I had the opportunity to review the department's self-evaluation report 

completed in December of 2006. Additional materials that I reviewed 'M'lile on 

site included twenty-four course syllabi. Or. Millman also ran some course 

enrollment data for me and provided resuit. from a recently completed survey of 

current SocioJogy majors to complement th& survey results from program alumni 

included in the self-evaluation report. I also obtained a copy of the University 

Catalog. \/Vhile on campus, I met with the tenure line faCtJlty in an opening 

meeting, to explore questions that I had and that they wanted me to specifically 

address. We also met in a closing meeting whwe I was able to report my 

impressions and offer some suggestions that are repeated in this report. I also 

met with each Sociology tenure line progiam faculty member and one lectwer 

individually. I attended fOU" classes taught by lenute line faculty (the fifth faculty 

member was leaching totally on-line, not the best thing to observe directly). I met 

with some of the sociology majors and was able to talk 10 some more after 

classes and in lhe lounge area. l also met with three administrators: Steve Hora. 

Vice Chancellor for Academlc Affairs. Randy Hirokawa. Dean. College ofArts 

and Science, and Rick Castberg, Chai', Social Sciences Division. 

Since this is the first foonal program review that the department has 

undertaken. and because lhis process haa only been introduced to the UniverSity 

of Hawai'i at Hilo recently, I have chosen to organize this report in the following 

sequences. First. I'll provide a brief basic desaiplion of the departmenUl)(ogram 

including its size (both in tenns of faculty and studenlS), enrollment pattems and 

trends. Then I'll use the American Sociological Association curriculum 

recommendations offered in Liberal Leaming and Sociology Degree Updated 

(2004). a report of the ASA Task force on Undergraduate Education, to structure 

my comments more specifically on the curriculum of the sociology major at the 

UnivElfsity of Hawai'i at Hilo. I choose to do this not so much to educate the 



sociology faculty but rather to inform the higher.Jevel administrators of what our 

primary professional organization deems the best practices for the 

undergraduate cumculum. Using this structure I will embed commendatioM and 

recommendations throughout this section. Iwill then tum to the issue of great 

oonc:em to all with whom I talked. i.e. the question of instituting a Master of Social 

Work program on the Hilo campus and what I see as some implications for the 

Sociology program if this wef'e done. I than raise some specific additional 

questions for the program to consider in light of lhe University's mission, its 

reputation among administrators, and the potential for implementation of a MSW. 

Mer summarizing what I perceive to be the program's strengths and 

weaknesses, I'll conciude with some thoughts on what might be useful data and 

reflection processes for S1Jbsequent program review. 

Description of ttle Department and Program 

By all acc::oonts, faculty and administrators alike, the department is 

currently enjoying a stability and cohesiverieN that has been rare in the past 

There was a long period offaa.tlty tumover with only one tenured faculty member 
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in Hilo • Additionally the department was also attempting to offer sociology 

COUl'Se8 in Kona, requiring commutes between Hilo and Kena. The Kona course 

offerings have been discontinued, there are five tenure line faculty in residence at 

Hilo, and four are tenured (three associate professors and one full professor). 

Part-time facully are also utilized to teach both introductory and more specialized 

courses. The faa.,rty all ,epo,t a good to high level of collegiality, especially since 

the department's relocation to the University Classroom Building, and 

colraboration with each olher on research and applied projects. However 

because of numef'ous and a wide variety ot administrative and other duties lhese 

faa.,lty have taken on in service to the univ8'sity, rarely is this faculty able to 

B11.Sed on our collective recolle,ctions, there !,as beffl no time in at least the last 
seventeen years that the department had fewer than two tenured members. Thus, despite 
the turnover in temporary or tenure-track but untenured faculty, there has been a stable 
core. 
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devote itself primarily to its teaching and research missiOl'lS. This is of concern to 

both the Vice Provost and lhe Dean, who wonder if the department is trying to do 

too much or ls spread too thin. 

I examined the Vitae of the tenure-line faculty and was struck by the high 

level of applied research and service WOik all of them do. Examples of current 

service that seem extremely valuable to the surrounding communities and the 

state of Hawai'i include membership on the East Hawai'i Title rv Planning Group 

{Dr. Brown), American Red Cross Disaster Mental Health Specialist (Dr. Curtis). 

and Governor's Council of Advisors for East Hawai'i (Or. Okinaka). Additionally 

Dr. Millman spent seven years serving on a variety of slate and big island AIDS 

boards and oommittees. Facuity involved in this kind of service wotk enhance the 

reputation ct the university, bulld networks that facilitate employment of sociology 

major alumni, and bring relevant and engaging real life sociological applications 

into their classrooms. These are points I'll relum to later in this repo,1. 

For the period of lime covered in lhe self-evaluation report the number of 

sociology majors has increased from n to 92. The number of Bachelors de$J'ees 

awarded each yeat has been fairly stable, but with the highest number {31) 

awarded in 2004J05, the last year for which data is available. The Hilo experience 

is eonsistent with the national trends for Sociology majors. according to the 

American Sociological Association: that is, stabiflZing growth in the demand f0< 

Sociology as a major degree after a period of steep decline in lhe 1980's to early 

1990's. 

Or. Millman and I spent a lilUe time while I was on campus "playing" with 

data provided by Iha analytic studies people. We discovered that approximately 

80% of the Sociology majors are female, a demographic that is typical at most 

other universities. The majority of collage/university undergraduates have been 

female for some time now, and sociology consistently attracts a higher 

percentage of female majors than their representation in lhe student body as a 

whole. More interestingly, there is a higher percentage of native Hawaiian 

students majoring in sociology than in the social sciences as whole, and 
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substantially more than those majoring in ths disciplines of the College ofArts 

and Seiences. This obS81'Valion wm be taken up later in my report. 

Roughly 85% of the lower division course ent0llment is by non-majors, 

demonstrating the important role the sociology program plays in the social 

sciences general education program. For the first four years under review an 

average of just over 30% of the students in the upper division sociology courses 

were non-majors. This jumped to 4S% in 2004/05, the last year for whleh data is 

available. This demonstrates the appeal of sociology oourses to students in 

other disciplines. since only lhree sociology courses are identified as the same 

as another department's oourses (all Politleal Scienoe} and l could find only one 

certificate program and two majors offered on the campus that list a sociology 

course as an elective. 

The department's self-evaluation report notes that social science dess 
sizes in general and sociology class sizes in particular (and thus SFRs} are 

higher than in other units of University of Hawai'I at Hilo. This is generally true at 

eve,y public university of which I am aware. Generally one administrative 

benchmark for •successful" degree pn:,grams is the graduation rate. From the 

data reported in the self-evaluation, administrators should consider the social 

science disciplines. and particularly sociology, highly successful compared to the 

other degree programs offered at the university. Sociology's graduation ratio 

(.33) for the most recent year reported is weN ITlOl'e than double that of the 

College of Arts and Sciences {.15) and the university as a whole (.14). For the 

period of self-review, the gracilation rate has remained fairfy stable and this may 

be an indicato< of lhe greater faculty stability and cohesiveness mentioned 
above. 

Dr. Millman, at my request, generated a semester-by-semester enrollment 

history from a data disk provided by the analytic studies people so that I might 

examine ervollment trends. The period covered was from Fall 2004 through 

Spring 2006. During lhis period of time, twenty-«te different courses were taught 

(not OOl..l'lting the Statistica Lab that is paired with the Statistics course and has 

the same students enrolled in both, and the directed studies course). As a 
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measure ofwhether coutse enroUments were stable, increasing, or de<:reasing I 

cala.ilated the average enrollment in a course and determined if lhe enrollment 

furthest from the mean was within 10% ot the average ("stable") or more lhan 

10% from the mean (if most recent enrollment was more than 10% higher I 

counted it as •increasing'; ifmore than 10% lower I counted it as ·deaeasing"). I 

did not indude summer course offerings in these calculations. The following table 
presents my findings. 

Course Enrollment Trends Fall 2004-Spring 2006 
Trend 

Taught only once in this 
Number of courses 

6 
Comments 

period 
Stable 8 

lneteasina 1 
Deaeasina 1 

ConsistenUy higher fall 
enrollments lhan sorina 

1 Statistical Reasoning 

Erratic 4 Both Crime& 
Delinquency and 

Methods of Research 
were offered 3 times in 

this period and had lower 
enrollments in the second 

offering. 
The two special topk:s 

classes had quite 
variable enroirments 

While this is much too short a time frame to make confident generalizations 

about enrollment trends, my tentative conclusion is that lhe department's 

enrollment is holding pretty stable over time. 

American Soclofogica, AssociaUon•• Undergraduate Major 

Recommendations 

In 1989, the American Sociological Association appointed a Task Foree to 
assess current practices on the undergraduate major in Sociology. This was part 

of an Association ofAmerican Colleges (now American Association of Colleges 

and Universities-AACU) initiative to assess a variety of undergraduate liberal arts 
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majors and to recommend best practices. In 2001, the ASA goveming Council 

appointed a second Task Foree that was !asked with reexamining the earlier 

recommendation, to find oot what progress departments had made in meeting 

the earlier Task FOl'ces recommendations, and to issue recommendations to 

increase the coherence of sociology major programs. These recommendations 

are inc:fuded in the ASA published document, Libera/ Learning and th(t Sociology 

Major Updated: Meeting tM Challenge ofTeaching Sociology in the Twenty-First 

Century (2004). There are a total of sixteen recommendations with a variety of 

suggestions for implementation, in recognition of the great diversity of 

instill.Aiona! ()Ol"ltexts and depaftmemal organizational structlll'es. The members 

of the Departmental ReSCllrces Groups are regulal1y trained on how to utilize 

these recommendations and lhe best p,aetices associated with each when 

conducting external reviews. The rationale undel1ying these recommendations is 

that an intellectually liberating education requires in depth study of an academic 

discipline that is Ol'ganized through a welk-onsicfered, sequenced mastery of 

skills and knowledge. 

Although the nature of a liberal education cootinu8$ to generate 
considerable debate, a liberal eck.lcation requires students to 
undertake study in depth in a specific discipline. An earlier 
As80Ciation ofAmerican Colleges report eondudes that study in 
depth involves at least the following: 

• Comprehension of a complex structure of knowledge; 
• Achievement of clitical sophistication through sequential 

learning experiences (which cannot be reached merely by 
cumulative exposure to more and more subject matter); 

• Abilities and skills required to undertake independent wOt'k; 
and 

• Development of and disposition to undertake new reaming in 
order to serve themselves and their society as citizens. 

In sociology and other social sciences, study in depth as part of a 
liberal education will also include experience with: 

• A central core of method and theory; 
• A range of topics and variety of analytic tools; and 
• A crucial interplay between continuous observation and a 

developing articulated theoretical base.2 

, From pages 2-3 ofliberal learning andthe Sociology Major Updated Reference 
citatioruJ deleted from the text for UJY ofreadability. 

1 
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Drawing on the department's Self-Evaluation Report, classroom 

obs81"1ations, interviews with facully and students, the University Catalog, and 

other sources, I will comment as best I am able on the degree to which the 

Sociology program is meeting each of the sixteen ASA recommendations. 

1. Departments shauld develop a mission statement. goals, and leaming 
objectives for their sociologyprogram and make them public, especially to 
students. 

The most logical and obvious places where mission statements. goals, and 

learning objectives are made public are lhe University Catalog and departmental 

web pages. There is indeed a programmatic mission statement and narrative of 

goals in the pfint catalog description of the Sociology major and on llie 

department's web page. The Sociology Department's mission is supportive of 

and consistent with the University's mission. 

The mission of the UH Hilo Sociology program is to provide 
students with the basics of theoretical and applied $0ci0Jogy. These 
basic. include I.he application of sociological theory and research 
methods to the understanding of social processes. organizations, 
groups, and institutions. (University Catalog, p. 160) 

Primary mission of UH Hilo is to offer high quality undergraduate 
liberal arts and professional programs .... UH Hiro offers 0 hana-on• 
leEl'lling, S8f'llice, and leadetship opportunities and collaboration on 
research projects. The University encotrages theoretical and 
applied research and benefits Hawai'i Island and lhe state through 
resource eente,s, community partnerships, continuing education 
and distance learning programs. (Univ«sity Catalog, p. 12) 

The Department provides a two-paragraph narrative of its goals for 

students learning lhat are not expressed in the fom1 of student learning outcomes 

{SL Os) that are now expected by out regional acctediting agency, WASC. Bui 

there is considerable variability in the college in how departments express their 

learning outcomes when examining lhe catalog. There are no explicit leaming 

goals for lhe Perlorming Arts programs: some like Sociology provide narratives 

{e.g. Naual Science); many provide a numbered or bulleted list of what the 
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major "helps students und81'stand" (e.g. Geography and Environmental Studies) 

or •provic:fes" to the student (e.g. CMmistry). A few majors such as Teacher 

Education and Nursing do use the language of SLOs stating what •graduates will 

be able" to do upon oompleling the degree. These two programs have their own 
professional aec1editing agencies that require explicit enumeration of SLOs. I 

recommend that the Sociology faculty collaboratively develop an explicit set of 

departmental SLOs that are then added to the programmatic desaiption in the 

University catalog and on lhe department's web pages. With some chutzpah, I 

would also suggest that this be a College wide endeavor, sinoe WASC will be 

evaluating the University for the linkage between SLOs and assessment aaivilles 

(see 16 below). 

2. Departments should gauge the needs and interests oftheir students, and 
departmental goals andpractices should, in part, reflect andrespond to these 
needs and interests as well as to the mission ofthe institution. 

For the self-evaluation report, the department conducted a survey of its 

akJmni and received 59 responses. One measure of the department's 

responsiveness to the needs and inte<ests of its students is the degree to 'Mlich 

lhe disciplines skills and perspectives continue to be relevant to the program's 

graduates. Asked if they are applying sociological perspectives in eight aspects 

of their livea, lhe alumni answered overwhelmingly affirmatively on all ~nts, 

from a low ot 81 % for national issues to 1~ for their work. Additionally over 

half of the respondents said thei' sociological lraining VfKY much prepared them 

f0< their work, and another 46% said it somewhat prepared them for their work. 

For a disc:ipline beleaguered by lhe question, "What can you do with a degree in 

Sociology?" these are impressive results indeed for this department. 

Isuspect one reason fot this strong conneciion between their academic 

preparation and alumni's perception ot its utility in their later adult lives is the 

department's explicit attention to answering the question of what can one do with 

the degree in the one unit SOC 200 course, Caree< Opportunities in Sociology 

offered every year. It is quite unusual for sociology depanments to have such a 

course in the regular c:uniculum. Over the years the Hilo department has been 
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able to bring more ancl more of their own alumni to make presentations to the 

current undergraduates. which can only fulther strengthen the salience of the 

career advice offered by the guest speakers, and which also provides an 

important networking opportunity for current undergraduates wilh those best able 

to understand the strengths and skills the current students are acquiring. I want 
to commend the department for making this on-going curricular commitment to 

helping students learn what opportunities will exist for them majoring in 

Sociology. 

Another way to assess the responsiveness ofthe faculty to their studen(s 

neecls is throogh their future goals. A substantial number ot the alumni said they 

wished they had had more internship and applied research opportunities while 

students. The department's visioo for its tutYre is lo expand its ability to offer 

courses with an applied focus and hands-on teaming experiences. This is directly 

responsive to what they learned from their alumni. 

3. Departments should require introductory sociology and a capstone course in 
sociology as well as coursework in sociologicaltheory, research methods, 
and statistics for the sociology major. 

The Hilo curriculum meets this ASA recommendation with a core of required 

courses f« all majors that indude introductory principles, its own statistics course 

with a lab that provides prac:tice in using statistical software, a lheory and a 

methods CO\ne. It exceeds the ASA recommendation by also requiring the 

career opportunities course just discussed, And students are required to take 

three seniOf' level seminars in which lhey are expected to demonstrate their 

mastery of skills and knowledge In application to each of the seminars' broad 

organizing theme. 

I examined a set d recent and current syllabi while I was on site, including 

the syllabYs for the required theory c:ourse, This is dearly a rigorous cootS&, The 

required texts ware Durkheim, Marx/Engel, Weber, and Mead, our disciplines 

originaling giants. Students were required to read (English translations) of their 

seminal wotks rather than to read theory texts aboot their wOl'ks with some 

excerpts from their writings, Assignments included a series of application papers 
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assessing the utility of these theoretical perspectives today and a final term 

paper on social change. Similarly, for the senior level seminar on social 

psychology, the assigned texts were the original works of eminent sociological 

social psychologists including Heider, Goffman and Berger and Luckmann. In 

oore theory coorses the Hilo faculty are asking the undergraduate students lo 

critleally engage the major sociological theorists and their perspectives directly. 

4. Departments should infuse the empirical base ofsociology throughout the 
curriculum, giving students the exposure to rese9/Ch opportunities across 
several methcdological traditions, providing repeated experiences in posing 
sociological questions, developing theoretical explanation, and bringing data 
to bear on them. 

Catalog cfesaiptions cf a department's courses are of necessity brief and de 

not give much evidence cf the degree to which theory and empirical inquiry are 

systematically linked. I visited five classes while I was en site, so I had an 

opportunity to •sample• in what ways this "infusion• might be occurring in the 

curriculum delivery. In the introductory section, the students had to develop 

specific empirical hypotheses and test them using a sociologically appropriate 

database. In the slatislics COU'Se, a constant theme was probing for students' 

thorough understanding cf how statistics is an important loci used by sociok>gisls 

and what the partk:ular measure being addressed at the time oommunicales and 

conveys. In Che research methods class, lhe students were being ehafrenged to 

identify the theoretical basis cf the question under study and to explain why 

partiCYlar research approaches were being used to address the that question. In 

the criminology class, students were reviewing for an up-<:oming exam, and the 

review questions included basic methods questions as well as factual and 

theoretical questions about clime and ways of understanding it. In the research 

practiCIJffl class, students were working with a community partner on an 

Altemalive to Prison project to develop a proposal for funding rehabilitation 

canters. Here the students. faculty and community partner were grappling with 

the need to conceptually clarify the elements of these centers, how the centers' 

programs would address the issues as framed, and how to communicate these to 
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political actors. Each of the oourses was tau~t by a different faculty member, 

and though my sample is small, I observed a rich interplay of theory and 

empirical methods in all of these dasses. 

5. Departments should structure the curricufum ofrequired major coursse and 
substantive el6ctive courses to have at least four levels with appropriate 
prerequisites. At each succeeding level, courses should increase in both 
depth and integration in the major while providing multiple opportunities for 
students to develop higher order thinldng skills and to improve their written 
and oralcommunication skills. 

The small size of the Hifo faculty, the diversity of the students in terms of their 

work and life oommitments, the challenger posed by transfer students, and other 

factors make this a real challenge for this deparlment, like many others across 

the country. The Hilo department, acoording to the catalog, only requires as a 

prerequisite for most upper division COl.l"Ses the freshman level introductory 

class. The research methods class requires both the intro class and the statistics 

class. The seni0< research practicum requires in addition the research methods 

dass. None of the upper division content courses, including the capstone senior 

seminars, require the core lheoty COYtse as a prere<:p..isile. This may or may not 

be a problem for this program. The self-evaluation report says, "Majors and 

minors are required to take elective courses [where) they are expected to apply 

the skills and knowledge gained in the core coorses to substantive areas of 

study.• The report did not indicate that fac::utty had concerns about students 

taking COUl'ses in inappropriate sequences (e.g. taking the co,e theory class in 

the senior year along with capstone seminars). Sut if there are concerns about 

this, at a minimum I recommeng that the core theory and research methods 

courses be added as a pc'erequisite to the 400 level courses. It may not make 

sense to require theory for the 300 level electives given the constraints 

mentioned above. But the ooutse numbering system implicitly communicates 

that core methods (SOC 380) and theory (SOC 390) can be taken ruJti most of 

the other 300 level courses that have lower course numbers (300, 301, etc.). II 

might be worthwhile to do an analysis of in what order the students, both native 

and transfers actually take their major courses. 
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From my e)(amination of lhe course syllabi, it seems virtually all of the 

upper division courses require both oral and written communication activities. 

Typically oral presentations are group presentations, thus requiring students also 

to practice skills in identifying and assigning tasks to group members and 

integrating the groups members' individual contributions to the project into a 
cohesive whole. Courses typically require 10-15 page written papers. 

6. Within this four-level model, depattmenl$ should also structure the curriculum 
to incfl.lde one (or more) content area orsubstantive sequences which cut 
across two or mo,e levels ofthe curriculum. Departments should design 
sequences to develop sb.Jdents' sldlfs in empirical and theoretical analySis 
along with their knowledge about OM ormore specialty areas within 
sociology. 

There are no sequences in the sociology curric:ulum beyond that of statistics 

as a prerequisite to the core methods course. Depending on what electives a 

student takes, s/he may in fact experience a de facto sequence (e.g. electing to 

take Sec of Education and Soc of Religion at lhe 300 level and the Social 

Institutions capstone COYrse). But there is no assurance of sequencing, and 

given the variety of electives that student• in a senior capstone seminar have, 

the instructor would probably have a difficult task helping each of the students 

see. in retrospect, the sequential development in the course work they have 

taken. 

Instead, the sociology faculty seems to have decided that their curriculum 

should rGJ)(esent as many of the more traditional specializations within the 

discipline. My perception is reinforced by the program's request for new faculty 

wilh expertise in still more traditional specializations of stratification and social 

inequality. In otder to mount the courses in the many substantive specializations, 

a five-year plan of course offerings indicates that most upper division 300 level 

courses (nine) are offered on a two-year rotation, as are the four capstone 

seminars. The core methods and theory classes are offered on a one.year 

rotation, as are four 300 level course and the 400 level research practicum. This 
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plan makes it unlikely that ve<y many students experience a de facto sequence of 

COtKses. This will be fiither addressed in the next topic. 

7. Departments shoufd structure the curriculum to develop students' s«iological 
literacy by ensuring that they take substantive courses at the heart ofthe 
discipline as well as 8Ct'O$$ the breadth ofthe field. 

As noted immediately above. the Hilo program does provide substantive 

courses in the heart of and aaoss the breadth of the field of sociology. But white 

stretched thin to cover these areas, the faculty is also regularly offering special 

topic8 course at the 300 and 400 levels. In fact the special topics COYrses are 

each scheduled for three semesters in a row wilh one semester off, or more 

ragulal1y than the COAi CUITiaJ!um:.. The titles ol these oourses suggest facuity 

are offering especially topical and timely content in these oourses (titles include 

"Identity, Desire & Representation: •Political Economy of Hawai'i: •Health & 

Society; and "Race, Gender, Crime"). One recommendation for thinking of 

possible sequencing ofcourses WOY!d be to pair current upper division electives 

with these special topics courses that would allow preparation of theoretical and 

empirical emphases in the first COU"se be pursued in focused inquiry in the 

second course. Examples might be Crime and Delinquency followed by Race, 

Gender & Crime, Human Populations foltowed by Health & Society, Sociology of 

Oeviance followed by Identity, Desire & Representation. If this strategy were to 

be pursued, the faculty would need to collectively decide to strategically reduce 

the number of SYbstantive CO\l'Ses addressing the heart and breadth of the 

discipline. There simply are not enough faculty in the Hilo department to 

effectively pair courses as suggested here in a schedule ot course offerings that 

1No1.lld allow students to make timely progress toward their bachelots degrees. 

8. Departments should structure the curriculum to undersccre the centrality of 
race, class, and gender in society and in sociological analysis. 

3 It is true 1hat our four year schedule ofcourse offerings shows 394 and 494 on the 
schedule Little notes. However, mulliple topi"5 may be taught under these "special 
topics" numbers. No specific 394 or 494 course is offered more often than once in two 
yeats. 
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From my classroom visits and examination of course syllabi, the C8f"ltrality 

of race, class, and gender seems to be infused throughout the curriculum. 

Students in the classes Iobserved asked probing questions or made cogent 

comments employing the constructs of race, class, and gender suggesting to me 

that they were very familiar with framing their inquiry and analyses using these 

constructs. 

9. Depattments shol.Jld structure the curri<w/um to increase students' exposure 
to multicultural, Ct0$S-Cullural, and cross-national contentrelevant to 
sociology. 

The demographics of the state of Hawai'i and thus the students at the 

Univ«sity compel multicullural and cross-cultural analyses, and evidence of this 

was certainly present in the classes I visited as well as in the syllabi I examined. I 

must confess that my own training 8$ a sociologist focused principaUy on social 

phenomenon in the United States, and I simply did not look at the syllabi for 

evidence of cross-i"lational coverage because of my own too narrow perspective. 

In fact quite the opposile. I was struck by evidence of an explicit fOGtls on Hawai'i 

in only four course syllabi I examined. Of CC>ln8, this doesn't mean that faculty 

are not including substantial attention to how education, or religion, or social 

stratification is e.xperienced in Hawai'i to further enliven and make partic:...,lat1y 

relevant sociological theoretical an empirical analyses to the students. I 

recommend that the faculty consicler to adding ot making more explicit the 

linkages of their course content to specifically Hawaiian C011texts. This might 

attract students from the mainland 'Nho would consider attending the University 

not just for the climate and surfing, but mote importantly for the insights they 

would gain into the social phenomenon of our somewhat ·exotic" 50"' state. 

10. DepaTtments should structure the curriculum to recognize explicitly the 
intellectual connections between sociology and other 5elds by designing 
activities to help students integrate their educational experie~s across 
disciplines. 

For the two ooutses that are ctoss-listed with Political Science, the intellectual 

eonnections between that discipline and sociology are presumably woven. The 
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department was in the process of seeking approval of the Political Economy of 

Hawai'i oourse as a regular departmental offering. Thia course too would be one 

where multi-disciplinary linkages would be woven. To engage lhis principle on a 

wider basis is a huge challenge in most universities where students are free to 

select courses to salisfy general education requirements based on their 

schedules and interests. Faculty in upper division courses can't assume lhat their 

students have a common COi'& of discipllnary exposure that they could use for 

designing course activities and assignments. Oiseiplinary "silos" further 

exacemate this where there is littte interest in aUowing students to take courses 

from other disciplines as part of the major. 

There are a couple of strategies that I recommend the Hilo faculty disa.iss 

and oonsider. One is to suggest minors to the sociology majors that best 

complement each student's career interests. Faculty teaching the capstone 

seminal's might invite the students to explicilly incorporate perspedlves gained 

from their minors into their seminar papers. Second, faculty might propose c:n:,ss

listing sociology CO'-l'Ses with more disciplines. For example, Family in Worfd 

Perspective might be attractive as a course for the Women's Studies major. 

Cross listing would require som. conversation with faculty from the other 

diseipline and this would facilitate the identification ot intellectual oonnections that 

would then be explicitly incorporated into the course. 

11. Departments shouldencourage diverse pede,gogies, including active learning 
experiences, to increase student engagement in the discipline. 

I did not have enough opportunities to observe actual classrooms to be able 

to draw conclusfons about the degree to which diverse pedagogies are infused 

throughout the students' sociology course experiences. The Research Practicum 

class session was a lively discussion between students. faculty, and community 

partner. The review tor the Crime & DelinqlJ8J')Cy class was staged in a quiz show 

competitive mode that clearly had the teams of (randomly grouped) students 

engaged. For older faculty, the exhortation to use diverse pedagogies can be 

somewhat daunting. To the degree possible. I recommem that there be regularly 
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schedule fawlty meetings or a portion of a faC\.llty retreat devoted to discussing 

their experiences with attempting new pedagogical strategies. This would deepen 

the collective commitment to excellent teaching that lhe Sociology fawlty all 

embrace, ancl would foster pedagogical experimentation with case studies, 

collaborative learning and the wide variety of experiential techniques thal are 

discussed in the pedagogical literalure. One challenge here would be figuring out 

how to include the part-time faculty in these discussions. Their presence is 

desirable for the experiences they would bring to the conversations as weU. 

12. Departments should offer community and classroom-based learning 
experiences that develop students' Clitical thinking skills and prepare them for 
lives ofcivic engagement. 

Consistent with the commentary and recommendation just above, the faculty 

conversations could also include discussions about whether expanding service 

learning opportunities and classroom-based civic education is possible. With 

respect to lhe latter, I noted that virtually all of the paper assignments for the 
courses whose syllabi I saw were relatively traditional research pape<s (in the 

sense that students were expected to review journal ailcles and other materials) 

to be written following the ASA style guidelines. lnCOi'pO(ating assignments that 

require students to communicate with different kinds of audiences, such as 

writing a letter to the editor of a local newspaper, creating sociologically informed 

biogs ot other ways of •taking sociology pc.Jblic" might be of interest. 

13. Department$ should offerand encourage student involvement in out-of-class 
(ex:,.. and extra-curricular) teaming opportunities. 

There is an active sociology student club and I had lhe pleasure of meeting 

with some of the active dub members. These students are creatively initiating 

projects that bring visibility to the department and its program on campus and in 

the larger community. Or. Okinaka plays a particulai1y active role in training 

students to engage with the state legislature aroond issues affedlng them and 

higher education in the state. I commend this activity, specially given the time 

and effort it entails getting students from Hilo to Honolulu. Ultimately thoogh, how 
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many out-of-ciass learning opportunities students can engage in is as much, it 

not m0f'e, determined by lheir own complex lives as it is by the opportunities 

faculty can afford to them. 

14. Departments should develop effective advising and mentoring programs for 
majors. 

I did not ask specifically about the advising Of mentonng practices of the 

sociology program. However current students were asked to ,ate their 

satisfaction with thirteen non-curricular aspects of the sociology major. Students 

were slightly more satisfied with lhe quality of advising, the oppottunity for 

interaction with sociology majors, ease in seeing faculty outside of class, and 

quality of career advising (including the Career Oppottunities course) than they 

were on a variety of measure of course scheduling. I should note here that a 

recent ASA survey of a random sample of sociology seniors across lhe United 

States found relatively !QiY levels of satisfaction with th_e quality of advising they 

received. The Hilo sociology faadty should be c:ommended for the high ragard 

their students have for the advising and interaction with faculty they experience. 

15. Departments should promote faculty development and an institutional culture 
that rewalds scholarly teaching and the scholarship ofteaching and learning. 

As greater emphasis has been placed on how and vA\at students actually 

learn, the scholarship of leaching and learning has ina-eased in importance in 

many quarters including the ASA. Indeed, ASA has its own peer-<eviewed 

joumal, Teaching Sodology, which is published quartel1y. 'Alhile some 

administtalors have not yet embraced this fam of scholarship to be as worthy as 

more ·traditional" disciplinary scholarship, lhey shoold. From the small sample of 

classroom aeti11ities I observed and the variety of applied research projects 

faculty desetibed to ma that involved their undetgraduate students. I recommend 
that the fac:uty consider problemalizing some of their own teaching/learning 

envifonmeni., explicitly gather data to address their questions of interest and 

pursue publishing their findings in peer-<eviewed journals with a focus on this 
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growing area of scholarship. This makes much sense for faculty in departments 

that have undetgraduate majors only. 

16. Departments should assess the sociologyprogram on a regular basis usir,g 
muffiple sources ofdata, including data on student teaming. 

Departmental program reviews are exactly about assessing the program on a 

regular cycie. In addition to issues of library, fiscal, and staffing resources, alumni 

success, and student satisfaction with the program, they should also address the 

question of just what do the students know and what are they able to do. The 

latter question is directly related to the SLOs the depar1m81"1t adopts, and should 

include what is called "cfired" assessment of what the students know and are 

able to do in preference to "indirect" assessment, which is often collected as 

SUl"ley data of student satisfaction and their self-assessment of what they think 

they've learned. The answer to the question about what students know and can 

do is not about the individual students. It is about the effectiveness of the 

sociology curriculum and pedagogies that the faculty implements. The 

accrediting bodies for colleges and unive<sities are now expecting that 

institutions are becoming learning comml.l'lities themselves and are making 

cumc:ular and peda909ical decisions based en empirical evidence of student 

perfonnance. This is a huge culture shift fOI' administrators and faculty alike. 

•Authentic" programmatic assessment can only flcuish in a non-threatening 

environment, one where identification of programmatic weaknesses and 

strategies for programmatic improvement is supported, not punished. 

The Sociology program at UHH (as do the other programs in the university 

according to the administrators) needs to develop plans for Ol'l1J()ing, direct 

assessment to inform its next program review. An ASA task force on assessing 

the major published Crealif>(I an Effective Assessment Plan for the Sociology 

Major (2005) that I believe the department has. ASA also has resources on 

assessment on its web site. There are a multitude of resources published by 

Jossey-Bass, the American Association for High« EducatiOn, the Am8fican 

Association of Colleges and Universities, among others. These materials will 
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PfOvide many ideas of assessmeot p(actiees and goals that the UHH Sociology 

department could use to help guide a set of assessment points and practices that 

make sense with respect to th& mix of students in the program (transfer and 

native students), the kinds of assignments faa.ilty ask students to do, and so 

forth. 

A Master of Social Work Degree for the HIio Campus? 

The Sociology fawlty do seem to generally agree that there is a critical 

need fot a MSW program located on the HUo campus. The distance learning 

program offered by the Manoa campus is not meeting local demand for it, and is 

not addressing the particular needs of rural populations on the island of Hawai'i 

or the other islands as well as it might. There is less agreement among the 

faculty about their willingnesg to be the department selected as the start-up unit 

f0< lhe proposed program. This is in part due I think to a fear lhat the needs of 

the Sociology program will not be addressed as the development of a MSW 

gains momentum. 

I share !hose concerns. l was tasked with administratively guiding a new 

MSW l)(ogram into existence on my campus when I was the Interim Associate 

Dean for Research and Graduate Studies. In lhat process. I became 

knowledgeable about the requirements of an aca-edited program. There are very 

rigorous staffing standards, fiekfwol'k placements, and other demands that would 

mean lhat while lhe Socioklgy program/faculty takes on the nl61uring role for the 

MSW, they would not get anything contributed to their own program in retum. 

Only one arrent sociology faculty member has the educational qualifications to 

participate in any meaningful role in a MSW program. and ifhe did, that would 

further deplete faculty resources for lh8 Sociology major course offerings. 

Further, many of the internships that Sociology majors pursue are in social 

service settings, and the creation of a MSW located at Hilo WOYld present 
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potential oonflicts with or diminution of these intemship opportunities fot the 

Sociology majors. 

If the Administration and the Legislature decide to implement a MSW 

program on the Hilo campus, they should do so in full knowfedge that this would 

in no way be an enhancement or contribution to the current Sociology 

undergraduate major and its faCl.llty. If the $0Ciology faa.ilty agrees to house the 

nascent MSW program until it has grown to sufficient size to be severed from lhis 

umbilical cord, the Sociology program should receive commitments to meeting Us 

own needs as a reward for this undertaking. 

Questions for the Sociology Faculty and Program 

I have no intention of trying to ten the faa.ilty what to do or what directions 

to pursue-that is not my role as an external reviewer. Bui given the faculty's 

perception that the administration doesn't really understand the discipline of 

sociology in general and lhus the department specifically (>Mlich is not without 

foundation), given that tenure track lines are a.ilhorized at a programmatic level 

by the state legislal..-e which seems very interested in creating a MSW program, 

and given the concerns and recommendations Jhave made in this report so far, I 

would like to propos. two general questions for the faculty's consideration and 

reffection. These questions are interrelated and overlapping with each oeher. not 

orthogonal to each other. Ultimately the faculty must consider these with respect 

to their knowledge of their students and with consideration for their professional 
interests. 

1. Are there ways you might make your program more diSlinctive and unique? 

Faculty are actively involved with applied activities of many kinds including 

their Sel'\lie&, which they make available to active undergraduate student 

participation. This is consistent with the departmental mission and the Ul'liversity 

mission. The ASA and many other national bodies eneoll'age 1he involvement of 

undergraduate students in faculty research projects. And the UHH faculty 

indicated that they want to increase the opportunities for the students in these 

kinds of activities. There is a Commission on Applied and Clinical Sociology 

{http://www.soeiologyoommission.otg/) that acaedits undergraduate programs 
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with an applied emphasis. Seeking acc:reditation might inctease the department's 

distinctiveness in the eyes of the administration, the legislature and for 

prospective students both in Hawai'i and on the mainland. There is the 

professional Association fOf Applied and Clinical Sociology 

(http:(&ww.aacsnet.orglwp/) . which has many acacfemically based members, 

that individual faculty may wish to consider joining or that the department as a 

whole might wish to join. The Association publishes its own peer-f'eviewed 

;oumal, Applied Social Sceince, lhat might be a desirable vel"lue for some of the 

faculty. 

A number of Sociology departmel"lts have affiliated applied research 

institutes that secure contracts to <:0nduct studies for community agencies and 

groups. This might be another way to elevate the visibility of the department's 

involvement in applied work, increase respect wilh the administration and the 

legislature by bringing in contract dollars, and enhance rectuitment of students. 

II might make sense to select some thematic ways of reconfiguring the 

undergraduate curriculum that would make it align better with Iha ASA 

recommendations fo, sequenced courses. Some suggestions were made earlier 

including pairing current course electives that expose students to some of the 

heart and breadth of the discipline with COU(sel !hat explore contemporary critical 

issues and ooncems in a more focused in depth fashion. This approach may lend 

itself to elevating key contemporary issues of Hawai'i to a central distinctiveness 

of lhe program. Of course there may be other themes !hat occur to the faculty. In 

several conversations, the importanoo ofrecognizing the distinct challenges rural 

environments pose for social interaction, social service delivery, economic 

development, education and so on were addressed. Perhap$ focusing more 

explicitly on these rural issues makes sense, given lhe location of UHH. Social, 

economic, and environmental justice themes are prevalent in the discipline today. 

Those might be something lhe faa.,lty would wish to consider altematively. 

What is of major concern to the slate legislature? Are there possibilities for 

positioning the sociology curriculum to better respond to legislative issue,? This 
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might be strategic in the short term but might not be at all sustainable given the 

tendency of polltlelans to be reactive to immediately pressing needs and issues. 

VI/hire extraordinarily difficult to accomplish effectively in most institutional 

contexts, interdisciplinary collaborations might be another avenue for achieving 

distinctiveness. Does the sociology faeulty want to include courses from other 

disciplines in the sociology major or offer sociology courses for inclusion in other 

majors? 
2. What impact might a MSW program have on the Sociology program? 

AJs mentioned above, using the Sociology department to house a nascent 

MSW program will have no direct benefit to the Sociology program. In fact, there 

is a strong possibility that there will be incteased competition f« intemship 

placement sites, given the high demand for social service type placaments by 

sociology majors. However, this may p<ovide added impews for the faculty to 

think of its identity and activities as an applied sociology program, thinking 

Cfeatively about what other kinds of agencies or social groups might p<ovide 

quality intemship for the students. 

Given the high numbers of sociology major all.lMI who are WOl1<ing in 

social SGNiee settinQ8. and the interest of current students in those kinds of 

careers, it would seem that the UHH Sociok)gy program might be a strong feeder 

into a new MSW p<ograrn. If that is a reasonable assumption, then the sociology 

faculty should pay attention to how the MSW program is being constructed. 

There might be curricular issues fa sociology to address if it is likely that a 

number of the program majo,s want to b4l strong candidates fo, the MSW 

program. 

Summary of Strengths and Weaknesses of the Soelology Program 

The Sociology program at the University of Hawai'i at Hilo has a number 

of important strengths: 

• The faculty is collectively a very productive group with respeet to 

scholarship, professional and institutional service. 

• The faculty is stable, collegial, cooperative, and collaborative. 
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• Course enrollments and SFRs are comparatively high compared to 

the oollege as a whole and the university as a whole. 

• The program attracts a diverse array of students and is 

comparatively sucx:essful in graduation oompletion rates. 

• Enrollments in the major are growing. 

• The students and the alumni are very satisfied wilh their 

experiences in the program, and rate the quality of the program. 

especially teaching and interactions with faculty very highly. 

• The Cl.ll'l'iculum represents the heart and breadth of the discipline 

and is rigorous in theory and methods. 

• There are unique a.mcular elements including the Career 

Opport1.a1ities course and .!h!]l:! capstone seminars required. 

• Undergraduate students have internship and applied research 

exp8fiences as part of the C4.lrria.dum 

Given the many strengths ofthe depattment Iwant to go on record u 
supporting the taa.,lty's request for additional tenure track faculty. Current 

students were not very satisfied with the frequency of course offerings, the 

variety of course offerings, and other measure of eumwlum delivery. The 

department needs to seriously address questions about heart and breadth 

curriculum. sequencing, and so on. Additional faculty would enable to the 

department to offer even a somewhat "pared" down curriculum in a more timely 

fashion to meet the needs of the students. 

The weaknesses of the program faN into two categories: those of lhe 

program as evaluated by ASA recommendati0f'l9 for the undergraduate degree, 

and those shared mOf'e broadly by lhe institution as a whole. The weaknesses of 

the program according to the ASA standards are: 

• The CY/Ticulum is not structYl'ed at four levels with clear 

prerequisites for each higher level. 

• There are no contef'lt Of' substantive sequences that cross two or 

more levels. 
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I would rec0f'l')mend that the larger questions I raised above be the starting point 

for discussion to see how, in what ways, over what content the department 

faculty might consider restructunng its curriculum. It just might not make sense, 

given the UHH student body, to try to meet these ASA recommendations. 

The weaknesses that are shared more broadly within the institution as a 
whole are: 

• There is a very weak to non-existent culture of assessment. 

• Student leaming goals have not been translated into the program's 

distinctive student leaming outcomes focusing student 

demonstration of acquired knowledge and skills. 

• Assessment activities are primarily indirect based on student 

perceptions rather than din,ct based on student performances. 

Suggestions for Future Program Reviews 

I was asked by the fao.llty to make some recommendations about what 

kinds of information would be desirable to include in Mure program reviews. The 

program review process is apparently new to the UHH C31f'1Us-this is the first 

formal Pl'09l'3'TI review ever for the Sociology program according to the self

evaluation report. Thefe are two different ways of addressing the question posed. 

First, as a member of the ASA Department Resources Group, my primary 

responsibility is to be an extemal evaluator cl the quality of a department's 

programmatic offeringt and the reSOt1ce1 that support the department's mission. 

There are some additional pieces of infonnation lhat would have been helpful for 

this extemal review. I was able, fortuitously, to get some course enrollment data 

for two years (Fall 2004- Spring 2006). Ideally, the self-evaluation would include 

documentation of course offerings and enrollments for at least five years by 

seciion (not ag17egated when there are multiple sections of a single course). 

This is useful for the department faculty as well for the external reviewer. The 

program review process allows for reflection on a longer-term perspective ot 

enrollment trends that might identify courses that are struggling to attract 

students or that are impacted and should be offered more frequently. There was 
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no information about departmental budgets. other than the assurance in the self• 

evaluation ,eport that resOt.l'Ces were adequate. There was no specific 

information about library holdings and evaluation of the adequacy of those 

holdjngs (journals as well as books) other than the assurance that they were 

adequate. Many institutions require the library to provide its own assessment of 

the adequacy of the library holdings in supporting the program under review. 

Second, the reality is that program review is a process that involves higher 

levels of administration and oversight What shoukl be included in a departmental 

self-evaluation materials and documentation is a function of the kind of S0'Uliny 

these high&( levels will be engaging in. Is oost per full time equivalent student of 

concem? Ate alumni financial contributions of interest? Are community 

connections and alumni networks of concern? There are a host of questions that 

these constituencies might deem important. Institutions with more mature 

program review processes p(Ovide a set of questions that they wish an extemal 

reviewer to address in hislher report. This is something that the administration 

might want to develop. 

Another approach that might be considered is the one lhat WASC hat 

recently adopted. Instead of holding departments to a slrlct set of pre-established 

questions to report on in lhe program review process. departments in concert 

with the relevant adminislrators might be encouraged to identify two or three 

issues of partiC(Jlar concam that they want the prOQ(am and the external reviewer 

to focus on. These !hemes would then vary from program review cycle to the 

next. 
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Departmental Re.1poose to the Report of the Estenaal Evaluator 

Raihef than respond in detail to every point in our external reviewer's report, we first 
acknowledge her thoughtful and construaive work, and then respond in more detail to 
those findings involving recommendaJions for change. 

We appreciate Little's recogrution ofour efforts in gauging and responding to our 
students' needs and int«ests. Not only do our own majors benefit from our unique 
Career Opportunities course; even students ftom other disciplines expres.s strons 
appreciation for the course and often express the wish that their home departments would 
offer a parallel course. Little also stresses the relatively high satisfaction ofSociology 
majors and alumni wilh the Department's advisins and the mentoring they receive. 

As Little notes, the set ofcore courses ofthe Sociology cuniculum at UHH meets 
disciplinary guidelines. Furthermore, she found theory and research, and the central 
sociological themes ofrace, gender, and class, well integrated into a wide range of 
Departmental offering,. 

Student Learning Outcomet aiad Assess111eat 

Professor Little suggested that the Department formulate student learning outcomes and 
make these part oflhe Program description in the University catalog. The Department 
concur5 with Little's recommendation. At pre,ent, we offer anarrative ofstudent 
learning goals which the reviewer would like to see expressed in "the form ofstudent 
learning outcomes ... expe<:ted by our regional accrediti111 agency, W ASC." Translating 
.srudent teaming outcomes that are now a pan ofcoww syllabi to broader Departmental 
statements will requite additional time to accomplish. While many ofour ayllabi do 
specify learning objectives for individual c-0\itses, these a.re not all in the same form and 
do not all explicitly map onto learning objective., for the program as a whole. However, 
this is a conversation tlw we are now engaaed in, especially as we consider the subject of 
assessment and what we want our student• to know. This is an atea needing work, and 
we anticipate that participation in the Univmity-wide auessment activities of2007-8 
will facilitate our etTons. 

Our Program Review proce,s has caused us to look more systematically at student 
assessment. As a result of these internal conversations, we are considering two 
approaches to this goal. One is to ulili:ze our CU1Tent senior seminars. particularly the 
bachelor's papers that result. as a means ofassessing the spectrum oftheoretical and 
methodological skills tlw we desire for our majors. We feel that an intradepartmental 
review ofthese students' papers will provide us with the feedback. we need to maintain 
and strengthen the integrity ofthe Program. 

(n terms ofasseument, we have discussed and rejected the idea ofstandardized Major 
Field Assessment Tests. These tests have some value in comparing programs along a 
national standard, but we feel 1hat such rankings are not u relevant to our mission aJ is 
preparing students who can utilize critical thinking skills in everyday situations. 



Furthermore, the only existing standardiud test for Sociology, the Se><:iology area exam 
in the GREs, is being discontinued since gradwite deparlmenls did nol find it useful in 
predicting success in Sociology graduate work. We are interested in examining a 
standardized test in crilical thinking skills. developed with the support ofan NSF grant, 
that is available from Tennessee Tech. University. Such an assessmenl would be far 
more consistent with the broader spectrum ofanalysis and styles ofthinking thal we, as a. 
Department, want to inculcate in our students. 

Seque.acin1 

The major way that the UHH Sociology program departs from ASA recommendations is 
in our limited sequencing of courses. We accept the desirability ofsequencing in 
principle. Ifwe had the lulCUry ofre(IIJirinJ students to take four distinct levels ofcourses 
in a specified sequenc:e, we could build systematically at each level on skills and 
knowledge from the previous level(s), and the fiustraaing need to teach the same basic 
skills as a part of<X>Ul'SeS at multiple levels would be reduced. However, the varied 
needs ofoor students rule this out given current limited resources. New students come 
into the program every- tenn, and with varied backgrounds. The majority ofour majors 
transfer in with an AA degree from one ofthe <X>mmunity colleges, so that they have only 
two ye.in offull-time studies to meet all remaining requirements for graduation unless 
they extend their total coUege time - an elrtension that is often not feasible for them. In 
addition, 11l811y have both worlc and family responsibilities limiting the amount of time 
each day they can put into their studies. Thus, bodi the pace at which students can move 
through lhe program and the total number ofterms available to them to meet all major 
requirements are highly variable. The number ofcourses t(lat can be offered each tam 
by our small faculty is limiled, and these must include all <X>re coones at least once a year 
and muhiple sections ofour introductory c:oune uch tmn. To develop .sequencing 
requirements beyond the current level, in the absence ofadditional faculty whose 
presence would allow us to increase ti-equency ofsome additional offerings, would 
create scheduling diffiruhies fur student, that would slow their movement through the 
program, adversely affecting the Oepartmenl's high graduation ratios. Little explicitly 
acknowledges that thi1 r«ommendation from the ASA is problematic far small 
departments, and we fee.I that it is simply not feasible to pursue it here at this time. 

MSWatUBB! 

The initiative to hire two facuhy in Sociology with she specific task ofdeveloping a 
MSW program seems to have been abandoned. The departme.11t developed the following 
position statement and submitted it last summer: 

The Sociology Departmenl strongly suppons the developmenl ofan MSW 
program at UHi{. We believe that this is amply justified by the combination of 
graduating students who wish to pursue an MSW and local organizatio~ that 
wish to hire people with this credential. 
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However, this program should not be nested within the Sociology department: it 
will need to be a department ofits own. (Although Sociology and Social Won: 
have some overlap, Social Work is not a subset ofSociology!) The question is 
how we get from here to there. 

We suggest that an interdisciplinary committee be formed to explore development 
ofan MSW program. nus committee should include representation from each 
existing department with significant numbers ofstudents interested in pursuing 
an MSW. This should certainly include at least Sociology and Psychology, and 
other depanments might be asked whether they wished to participate. This 
oommittee would be tasked with both defining the characteristics and structure of 
an MSW program oonsistent with local needs and deteonining the sequence of 
steps to be taken to make this program a reality. 

A pair ofpositions have already been approved by the legislature for workforce 
development related to Social Work. one starting in A Y 2008-2009 and one 
siarting in AY 2009-2010. These posnions have been assigned to Sociology. 

The department suggests that recruitment for the first ofthese positions be 
allowed to proceed on schedule. We will seek an individual with credentials both 
in Sociology and Sc><:ial Work. who will be expected to teach in both areas. In 
addition, the candidate will be expected to play a lead role in the deliberations of 
the MSW committee referred to above. It should be up to that committee (subject 
to the approval ofrelevant UHH decision-makers) to determine what happens 
&om there, including the use to be made ofthe second already-approved position. 

At th.it time, it appears that the administration no longer plans to put even one ofthe two 
legislatively authorized social work position, in the Sociology depanment. We repeat 
our belieflhat a MSW program is needed at UHH, ahhough not within Sociology. 

The newly constituted UHH MSW Task Force has met to discuss the desirability of 
meeting the-charge for hiring faculty to begin a MSW program at UHH. While the task 
force members are in agreement that sudi a program is greatly desired by the students 
and community and would be useful to meet community needs statewide, difficulties in 
developing such a program have also been consicfeted in depth. One ofthe greatm 
difficulties is meeting the national stand11ds for accreditation, which esseruially require 
that all major resources need to be in place before the first student has matriculated: the 
program cannot be built piecemeal. Given the technical requirements ofaccreditalion 
and the absence ofany faculty with the relevant experience or expertise in designing or 
teaching in such a program, a !Jlrategy has been proposed to hire an experienced senior 
faculty member/administrator ti-om another ,chool with the relevant experience/expertise 
to design and set up such a program. Such a person would be hired as a consultant for 
one yesar to accomplish this task, walk us 1hrough the process ofdesigning the program 
and determining how many faculty with what credentials and expertise would be needed 
to hire, and help detennine the needed resources. Thi• can then be used to apply fo1 the 
required funding in toto from the Legislature. As such a person would likely be senior 
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and expensive the money for the two posilions already established by the Legislature and 
fi.tnded can be used to pay for this position to meet the intent ofestablishing a MSW 
program at UH-Hilo. 

Ruponse to Reviewer's Suggtstioiu Regardio1 Applied Sociology 

While all ofthe UHH sociology faculty are involved with applied sociology or service 
learning to some degree, at present most efforts are individual initiatives rather than 
departmental undertakings. The only applied course among the major requirements is the 
one credil class, SOC 200 Careen in Sociology. However, individual instn.H:tors often 
integrate applied activities into other required coUtSCS and many ofthe most popular 
electives have an applied focus. Two io particular a.re notewotthy. The department's 
primary applied sociology course, the internship, is cited by many ofour graduates u 
especially valuable. And the research practicum, offered annually, involves hands-on 
research on some real issue in the local community. 

Membership in the Association for Applied and Clinical Sociology may be worth 
considerina. If individual instructors feel that it would enhance their teaching, the 
department may want to consider subsidizing membership. Accreditation through the 
Commission on Applied and Clinical Sociology would probably not be in the 
department's b«t interest at this time. The inve,t.ment in time and resources would 
probably not enhance the department's stature and might inhibil its ability to react to 
changing environments 

Rnpoue to Reviewers Su&&atio• About Aa Affiliated Applied Raean:• la1tit11te 

The Sociology Department currently does have an affiliated applied research organization 
in the SociaJ Science, Training and Reseuch Labora!Dry. This organization was ~ed 
and modeled after the organization of1he same name at Notre Dame Univenily. Steps to 
formally organiu and enable this organization included the creation ofa UniveJsity of 
Hawaii foundation (non-profit organization to enable donations and fund raising for the 
UH System) acx:oont specifically lo support the organization and an involved and 
successful effort to establish an official Special (S) account within the University 
(required legislative approval) diat enables the taking in offunds to be retained for the 
use ofthe SSTRL in conducting applied research. 

This organization was not included in the departmental self study as it was created and 
hat historically been run by only two f.acuhy memben, one ofwhom is no longer with us, 
and hu been effectively idle for the last several years as the Olher faculty member was 
engaged in full time administrative duties. While the administrative strucrure e,osts and 
can be utilized, what remains Jacking is the personnel resources, especially faculty 
resources to make this an effective organization. 

The Departmenl agrees with the Reviewer thai an elfective organization would enhance 
the visibility ofthe Depanment, College, and University in the eyes of the communily u 
well as provide much needed serllices to 1he community. With additional faculty 
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resources 1he Department believes it can make the SSTltL a more visible and active 
service institution in 1he community. 

s 
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